408 Creative Costumes          Advanced Level

Members taking more than one clothing project in the same year need to meet specific guidelines available from the FCS Educator.

1. Construct and complete costume for yourself. **Costumes for others need to be in Sewing for Others.**

2. Follow guidelines through 6 on Pages 4 & 5 of project book.

3. Bring to Interview Judging:
   a. Complete costume (and necessary accessories) worn for the total look.
   b. Pattern used.
   c. Completed project book.
   d. Completed Style Review Commentary sheets.
   e. Any records/research done in regard to costume.
   f. Bring a sample of understitching to judging or show an example of it on the garment you made.

4. Be prepared to discuss:
   a. Why this particular costume was selected (including selection of fabric and pattern).
   b. How costume was constructed.
   c. When and why it will be worn.
   d. Records and/or research done.
   e. Care of costume.
   f. Information presented in project book.
   g. The Learning Experience and Leadership/Citizenship activities completed.

5. Exhibit at the fair:
   a. The article made. (**Project book does not** qualify as an exhibit.)

**Note:** 4-H’er needs to bring project on a hanger and change prior to judging. 4-H’er should plan to leave project (for judges to look at) and return in evening for Style Review.